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Details of Visit:

Author: Medium Bang Theory
Location 2: Edgware Road
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 11 Oct 2014 19:00
Duration of Visit: 60 Minutes
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Invasian Asian Escorts London
Website: https://invasianescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07920156455

The Premises:

Gigi has a really comfortable and spacious room just off the Edgware Road. There’s a sofa on one
side for smooching and chat, a coffee table in the middle for drinks, munchies and decoration, and a
good-sized bed for the mischief – but I’m sure that those uses are not set in stone and that Gigi will
be open to improvisation with the more imaginative customer!

There are mirrors everywhere except on the ceiling (you need to visit Gigi’s buddy one floor down
for that!) although I’m never sure whether these are for the punter’s benefit or the escort’s? They
do seem to enjoy watching as well!

There’s a small but tidy bathroom right next to her bedroom with a proper bath for whatever some
of you more broad-minded guys get up to in these, but give advance warning as the hot water took
ages to come through for my shower. Also, I’m not a fan of Listerine at all so if someone would take
along some Colgate Plax in time for my next visit I’d be very appreciative – just in case I forget!

The Lady:

If you’ve watched the Invasian video (over and over again!) then there’s not much to add! When
she’s with me, Gigi is an absolute sweetie and not really the cool and slightly domineering
performer that is portrayed there. Maybe it’s partly down to my clothing request setting the mood as
I’m very conservative (“sexy underwear/bikini, please”), but she comes across as really demure
and cute to me. I guess that she can be a pussy cat or a tiger, depending on your personal
preference.

Gigi’s boobs are worth a special mention - in her gallery they really look too big and hard to me but
in the flesh they are wonderfully soft, responsive, and very natural looking, and they match her
physique perfectly. And her mouth - she has an amazing permanent pout and I reckon Gigi was the
model for those blow-up sex dolls that I’ve heard about! She uses it beautifully for OWO and she is
also without doubt one of the best and deepest DFK Orientals that ever I’ve experienced.

The Story:
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This was my second visit to Gigi. At our first meeting a month ago we were very comfortable in each
other’s company from the off and she was incredibly responsive to both the oral and straight sex.
At this meeting it was more of the same and I was hoping to finish with anal, but of course that is
always very much “at discretion” and not to be taken for granted – end of lecture! I am ever so
slightly bigger and less aerodynamic than the toy in her video (who isn’t!) and I was half expecting
a refusal, but Gigi thought about it for a few seconds, had a quick appraisal of my “toy” and then
quickly agreed. She was soon taking all that I could give and there’s no need to say any more than
that! Simply awesome, and as I post this three days later the memory is still fresh and I’m still
smiling smugly!

What makes Gigi special for me is that she gives and takes in equal measure and seems to
genuinely enjoy herself - I find that very gratifying. She is incredibly responsive to everything that I
do and she purrs away gently without putting on the corny porn-star histrionics that many girls do –
although in fairness I believe it is what they are encouraged to do as apparently most customers
seem to enjoy it?

Conversation wise, she is just so easy to talk with. She was very open about herself and she
seemed genuinely interested and inquisitive about my views on this hobby - a long booking would
be brilliant with her, although it’s out of my budget and comfort zone.

And here’s a useful piece of info; if you’ve blue eyes and you arrive smelling of J P Gaultier (the
fragrance, not the guy!) then Gigi will probably lock you in until the following morning. With my
green eyes and Chanel I just got an extra 12 minutes shower time – I’ve absolutely no complaints
though!

PS: Just before I posted this I read through Gigi’s earlier reviews and a lot of what I’ve written
echoes what’s been written before, and that’s a good thing as it shows that she is truly
professional and consistent – and good to be with! In this hobby it’s always a case of YMMV but in
Gigi’s case, as long as you’re clean and treat her with respect, then your mileage should be
similarly impressive. Gigi is an exceptional star!
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